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What is inertia? 

How do we measure inertia? 
Scalar or vector?
Metric?
English?

1.)  A 40,000kg freight car is 
coasting at a speed of 5.0m/s along 
a straight track when it strikes a 
30,000kg stationary freight car and 
couples to it.  What will be their 
combined speed after impact? 

Required Labeled Drawings:
       JBC                           JAC

2.) A 60.0g glider traveling at 40.0cm/s on a frictionless linear track is on a collision course with a 300.g glider traveling 
in the opposite direction at 125cm/s.  Their bumpers engage in a perfectly elastic collision and the 300.g glider continues 
on in its original direction with a reduced velocity of 80.0cm/s. What is the new velocity of the 60.0g glider?  This is 
easier in the cgs system. 

3.) A 4.00kg block of lump of clay rests on the ice.  A 8.00g bullet moving horizontally with a speed of 570m/s is shot into 
the block and sticks in it.  The block with bullet then slides along the ice and until it stops.  What is the speed of the block 
of clay with the embedded bullet JUST AFTER IMPACT?

        General Pocket version of Conservation of Momentum:         _______________   =   _________________

    Equation for Con of Mom for Elastic Collisions:   ___________________________  =    ___________________________
 
Equation for Con of Mom for Inelastic Collisions:   ___________________________   =   ___________________________
   
   Equation for Con of Mom for Recoil with no vo:  ___________________________   =   ____________________________
      
       Equation for Con of Mom for Recoil with vo:   ___________________________   =   _____________________________

Okay, so what is momentum?  Is it a scalar or vector?

What is the symbol 
and equation for 
momentum?

Required Labeled Drawings:
       JBC                           JAC

Required Labeled Drawings:
       JBC                           JAC

JBC means Just Before Collision
JAC means Just After Collision



4.) A 3.00kg rifle fires a 5.00g bullet with a speed of Mach 3.2.  Find the recoil speed of the rifle in mm/sec.  Mach 1 = 331m/s

5.) Crazy Joe and the 2SELL-HOMES lady are arguing 
about stray dogs while standing up in a 2.20 slug canoe 
on a calm lake  The 2SELL-HOMES lady pushes Joe (5.00 
slugs) out of the canoe with a velocity of 9.00 ft/sec.  With 
what speed and what direction will the canoe and the 
2SELL-HOMES lady (3.60 slugs) move just after  she 
pushes Joe into the water.  Assume water drag is minimal. 

6.) High speed stroboscope video shows that the head of a golf 
club of mass 110.0g is moving at 65.0m/s the instant before it 
strikes a 46.0g golf ball at rest on a tee. The instant after collision, 
the club head travels (in the same direction) at 60.0m/s. Find the 
speed of the golf ball just after impact. 

7.) While Joe Dynamo (80kg) is on a tether repairing a solar panel on the ISS. Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (leader of ISIS), 
masquerading as an Iraqi astronaut, cuts Joe's tether line from inside the ISS.  Thinking quickly Joe throws his 1.2 kg wrench 
in the direction opposite the ISS emergency entrance with a speed of 8.0m/s. If Joe is 5.0m away from the entrance, how long 
will it take him to get back to the Entrance and expose the terrorist leader? 

8.) Kevin (110.kg) is skating forward at a speed of 2.50m/s, throws a basketball (0.625kg) forward with a ground speed of 
20.0m/s.  Russell (85kg) is skating toward Kevin at 1.2m/s.  He catches the basketball. What are the velocities of the two 
skaters after the basketball is exchanged?.

  1) 2.86m/s   2) -185cm/s   3) 1.14m/s   4) -1.76m/s   5) 7.76ft/s   6)  1196cm/s   7) 46.7sec    8) Kevin vf=2.4005 m/s : Russell's vf= -1.045m/s
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Required Labeled Drawings:
       JBR                           JAR

JBR means Just Before Recoil     JAR means Just After Recoil

Kevin skating with basketball kevin throws basketball Russell skating Russell catches basketball

Recoil Equation Inelastic Collision Equation


